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of early theropod ﬂyers, reveals enhanced early pygostylian
upstroke, and explains early sternum loss
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Anatomy of the ﬁrst ﬂying feathered dinosaurs, modern birds and crocodylians,
proposes an ancestral ﬂight system divided between shoulder and chest muscles, before
the upstroke muscles migrated beneath the body. This ancestral ﬂight system featured
the dorsally positioned deltoids and supracoracoideus controlling the upstroke and the
chest-bound pectoralis controlling the downstroke. Preserved soft anatomy is needed to
contextualize the origin of the modern ﬂight system, but this has remained elusive.
Here we reveal the soft anatomy of the earliest theropod ﬂyers preserved as residual
skin chemistry covering the body and delimiting its margins. These data provide
preserved soft anatomy that independently validate the ancestral theropod ﬂight system.
The heavily constructed shoulder and more weakly constructed chest in the early
pygostylian Confuciusornis indicated by a preserved body proﬁle, proposes the ﬁrst
upstroke-enhanced ﬂight stroke. Slender ventral body proﬁles in the early-diverging
birds Archaeopteryx and Anchiornis suggest habitual use of the pectoralis could not
maintain the sternum through bone functional adaptations. Increased wing-assisted terrestrial locomotion potentially accelerated sternum loss through higher breathing
requirements. Lower expected downstroke requirements in the early thermal soarer
Sapeornis could have driven sternum loss through bone functional adaption, possibly
encouraged by the higher breathing demands of a Confuciusornis-like upstroke. Both factors are supported by a slender ventral body proﬁle. These data validate the ancestral
shoulder/chest ﬂight system and provide insights into novel upstroke-enhanced ﬂight
strokes and early sternum loss, ﬁlling important gaps in our understanding of the
appearance of modern ﬂight.
ﬂight origins j feathered dinosaurs j early birds j preserved soft tissues j early ﬂight stroke

Ancestral paravian theropod dinosaurs developed ﬂapping-based locomotion utilizing a
range of anatomical features, thus setting the stage for ﬂight to evolve. These features
include smaller body size (1, 2), aerodynamic feathers (1, 3), elongated and robust forelimbs (1, 4), a laterally facing glenoid fossa, a laterally everted anterior edge of the acromion margin, and a symmetrical furcula (5). Evidence suggests that ﬂight capabilities
ranging from gliding through powered ﬂight evolved among paravians multiple times
(5–8). The potential for full weight-supporting, organism-driven ﬂapping ﬂight evolved
at least once in birds and twice in dromaeosaurids (5). All early-diverging avialans
seem to have the potential for true ﬂapping ﬂight except possibly Xiaotingia (5), with
some appearing to have already evolved more specialized ﬂight styles, such as thermal
soaring (9). Many nonﬂying paravian taxa and their ancestors were in fact on the cusp
of being ﬂyers (5, 10). Beyond Paraves, membrane-winged scansoriopterygid theropods
had the potential for gravity-driven gliding ﬂight (11).
A range of approaches and lines of evidence have been used to reconstruct the
powered ﬂight capabilities of paravians. This includes functional morphology of ﬂightrelated anatomy, form–function relationships, ﬁrst-principles–based modeling, morphologically informed morphospace analysis, interactive musculoskeletal modeling and
simulation, as well as wind tunnel experiments using physical models (12). Previous
work has capitalized on our understanding of modern birds, but this necessitates
certain assumptions, including soft-tissue ﬂight anatomy that is typically unknown in
fossil specimens (12).
New fossils, combined with instrumentation and imaging, such as laser-stimulated
ﬂuorescence (LSF), have enabled us to accumulate observations of preserved paravian
ﬂight-related soft tissues, revising past assumptions, such as the shape and extent of the
propatagium (13). As most wing motion takes place at the shoulder, this is a key target
for observations of preserved soft-tissue ﬂight anatomy. The chest region is also a key
target because it hosts the upstroke and downstroke ﬂight muscles in modern birds.
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Signiﬁcance
Modern birds power their ﬂight
stroke using chest muscles. This
evolved from an ancestral ﬂight
system thought to be divided
between shoulder muscles
powering the upstroke and chest
muscles powering the
downstroke. This is inferred from
bony fossil anatomy and extant
comparative anatomy, but
validation from preserved soft
anatomy has remained elusive.
Here we reveal soft anatomy body
proﬁles of the earliest theropod
ﬂyers preserved as residual skin
chemistry covering the body and
delimiting its margins. These data
independently validate the
ancestral shoulder/chest divided
ﬂight system, and allowed us to
identify the ﬁrst upstrokeenhanced ﬂight stroke and explain
early sternum losses. This study
ﬁlls important gaps in our
understanding of early paravian
ﬂight prior to the modern
chest-driven ﬂight system.
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Unfortunately, observation of preserved soft anatomy in both
regions has been limited and elusive.
Here we document the preserved soft-tissue proﬁles of the
shoulder and chest of early ﬂying paravians, observed as residual
skin chemistry covering the body and delimiting its margins,
taken from a sample of over 1,000 fossil specimens. Soft-tissue
identiﬁcation was facilitated by LSF (13). We transpose these
soft anatomy data onto quantitative skeletal reconstructions to
make comparisons with the ancestral shoulder/chest divided
ﬂight system predicted by hard anatomy and comparisons with
modern birds and crocodylians. We then discuss their implications
for our understanding of early ﬂight development in theropods.
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Results and Discussion
Nonavialan Paravians. Microraptor is a small microraptorine
dromaeosaurid with asymmetrical ﬂight feathers on the wings
and legs (14). Functional morphology and aerodynamic analysis
through modeling and calculations demonstrates that Microraptor
was the ﬁrst paravian outside of birds (used here as equivalent to
Avialae) that had the potential for gliding ﬂight (7, 15–18).
Recent ﬁrst-principles modeling shows that Microraptor and
another dromaeosaurid, Rahonavis, met the full weight support
and climb-out requirements for true ﬂapping ﬂight (5). Outside
of birds, Microraptor and Rahonavis are the only known paravians
capable of this feat (5). These nonavialan ﬂyers did not have a triosseal canal, but Microraptor did have a sternum (Rahonavis specimen UA 8656 and 100+ specimens of Microraptor observed).
Existing musculoskeletal reconstructions of noncoelurosaurian
and nonavialan paravian theropods utilizing extant comparative
anatomy (19–28) suggest that the potentially anterodorsal–
posteroventral wing movements of early nonavialan paravians
(22, 23) featured the deltoids and supracoracoideus on the
upstroke and the pectoralis on the downstroke (Fig. 1).
This ﬂight system conﬁguration in Microraptor is conﬁrmed
using LSF imaging, which identiﬁed a relatively large soft-tissue
proﬁle preserved around the deltopectoral crest (STM 5-221)
and smaller one around the coracoid (IVPP V13352). This
suggests that the deltoids and supracoracoideus muscles were
relatively larger around the deltopectoral crest than the supracoracoideus around the coracoid (Fig. 2). Microraptor has a
sternum that was fused, ﬂat and wide (e.g., IVPP V13352,
STM 5-93, and STM 5-142) and anchored a ventrally positioned pectoralis muscle that powered the downstroke (21).
Delaminated sternal bone in specimen STM 5-93 reveals linearity in the internal bone texture that fans outward anteriorly
toward the shoulder girdle (Fig. 2). This suggests directional
bone functional adaptations relating to the habitual ﬂight-related
loading of the sternum (in the sense of ref. 29). In modern ﬂying
birds, the internal texture of the sternal plates tends be nonlinear
(30). This probably relates to the predominant role of the keel, a
feature that is absent in Microraptor. In contrast, the common
ancestor of dromaeosaurids and their closest troodontid relatives
probably had a sternum but was not a ﬂyer.
Troodontids, the closest relatives of dromaeosaurids, have
yet to be reconstructed with powered ﬂight capabilities as their
arms are too short despite their relatively small size (5). Troodontids had a less carnivorous diet indicated by their numerous
stout teeth and generally shortened their forelimbs over evolutionary time (31). They also lacked a sternum. If their forelimb
shortening was linked to a reduced need for prey handling associated with their dietary shift, it is possible that this was a driver
of sternum loss. However, the closely related oviraptorosaurians
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had a less carnivorous diet but had sterna (31, 32), so the
absence of the sternum in troodontids remains enigmatic.
The earliest-diverging birds were longtailed and are traditionally thought to be powered ﬂyers. Their
ﬂight capability was based on the functional morphology of
their skeletons and feathering (33–39), as well as estimates of
take-off (40), weight support (5, 10), climb-out capability (5,
10), wing bone geometry (41), and physical aerodynamic
modeling (42, 43). Like nonavialan paravian ﬂyers (this study),
the earliest fossil birds controlled their potentially anterodorsal–
posteroventral wing movements (22, 23, 41) with an ancestral
theropod ﬂight system. This is suggested by the absence of a
triosseal canal and a reconstructed musculoskeletal arrangement
similar to existing ones of nonavialan theropods (19–21, 28, 44).
This ancestral theropod ﬂight system featured the dorsally positioned deltoids and supracoracoideus controlling the upstroke
and the ventrally positioned pectoralis controlling the downstroke
(Fig. 1). A vestige of this ancestral system is present in modern
birds that can use their deltoids for upstroke capacity (25–27)
and can still ﬂy when the supracoracoideus tendon is cut (27).
Unlike nonparavian theropods and dromaeosaurids, the earliestdiverging long-tailed avialans, Archaeopteryx and Anchiornis (but
not the Jeholornithiformes), appear to lack a bony or cartilaginous
sternum (45). LSF imaging of 8 specimens of Archaeopteryx
(Berlin, Haarlem, Eichst€att, Solnhofen, Munich, Daiting,
Thermopolis, and the 11th specimen) and 147 specimens of
Anchiornis (STM 0-1 to 0-147) supports this absence. In particular, specimens that preserve cartilage (e.g., cartilaginous pubic
callosity preserved in Anchiornis STM-0-118) were not found
to preserve cartilaginous sternal plates. This evidence would
seem to rule out cartilaginous sternal plates in at least these taxa
(against ref. 46). Unlike the sternumless troodontids, both
Archaeopteryx and Anchiornis have been reconstructed with
powered ﬂight potential (5, 41). However, this does not fully
consider the missing sternum which seems counter-intuitive for
a ﬂyer. The sternum would be expected to recede and eventually
be lost if its habitual loading regime (stress and strain) was significantly reduced compared to the sternum-bearing ancestral avialan (47). This suggests that the earliest long-tailed avialan ﬂyers
without a sternum exhibited a more limited downstroke capability. Our detection of a shallow ventral body contour in Anchiornis
specimen STM 0-114 indicates a relatively slender pectoralis that
supports this inference (Fig. 3). Additionally, becoming more
cursorial and using both the legs and wings for locomotion
may have imposed higher breathing demands that could have
contributed to further release of the chest and sternum loss (also
congruent with the body contour recovered). Increased gastralial
aspiration would be evident from a higher gastralia count (48), as
observed in the 13 to 14 pairs of gastralia estimated in Anchiornis
(49) and 12 to 13 pairs reported in Archaeopteryx (50).
Earliest Fossil Birds.

The long tails of the earliest birds gave way
to a shorter tail that led to the functional decoupling of the tail
and wings, paving the way for new ﬂight styles (9, 51, 52).
These early pygostylians inherited the ancestral theropod ﬂight
system of the ﬁrst birds that featured dorsally positioned
upstroke muscles and ventrally positioned downstroke muscles
(Fig. 1). Through the study of ∼600 confuciusornithid fossils,
we infer a slender pectoralis associated with an unkeeled sternum based on the relatively small ventral soft-tissue proﬁle
observed in Confuciusornis STM 13-20 (Fig. 4). This validates
the lesser role of the sternum in powered ﬂight compared to
modern birds (53) as well as the hypothesis that avialan sternal
Short-Tailed Birds.
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Fig. 1. Important ﬂight muscles in ﬂighted nonavialan paravians (Microraptor), early-diverging sternumless avialans (Archaeopteryx and Anchiornis) and
early-diverging pygostylians with and without a sternum (Confuciusornis and Sapeornis, respectively). Musculoskeletal reconstructions of noncoelurosaurian
and fossil paravian theropods utilizing extant comparative anatomy (19–23, 25–28) suggest that the potentially anterodorsal-posteroventral wing movements of early nonavialan paravians (22, 23) featured the deltoids and supracoracoideus on the upstroke and the pectoralis on the downstroke. Flight
muscles only acquire their modern conﬁguration (represented by the northern cardinal, Cardinalis) when the supracoracoideus extended onto the keeled
sternum (54). Skeletal reconstructions with key bones in white (Methods). Muscle colors after Burch (19): purple for deltoideus clavicularis, pink for deltoideus scapularis, brown for supracoracoideus, and green for pectoralis. Cross-hatching indicates the inferred site of attachment in sternumless taxa. The
exact attachment sites for the pectoralis in these taxa remain controversial, but is suspected to be on cartilaginous sternal plates (46) and anterior gastralia
(49). Medial deltopectoral crest insertions of the pectoralis are hidden from view. (Scale bars, 5 cm.)
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Fig. 2. Flight-related soft and hard anatomy in a nonavialan paravian exempliﬁed by Microraptor. Clockwise from left: STM 5-221, soft-tissue proﬁle of the
wing and shoulder in yellow ﬂuorescent color under LSF (outline marked with red arrows; also preserved in specimens STM 5-109 and 5-172). The soft
tissues are preserved as a thin and fragile veneer on the specimen surface and appear to have a desiccated, cracked appearance. This is its superﬁcial
appearance as some of the preserved soft tissues are on the counterslab while minor missing portions have broken off from the slabs. The area of preserved soft tissues points to signiﬁcant deltoid and supracoracoideus muscles surrounding the enlarged deltopectoral crest in life, supporting the upstroke.
(Scale bar, 10 mm.) Inset shows preserved soft tissue anatomy transposed onto skeletal reconstruction. (Scale bar, 50 mm.) (Lower Right) IVPP V13352,
slender chest proﬁle in an orange ﬂuorescent color under LSF suggests a relatively slender pectoralis muscle powering the downstroke. Outline marked
with green arrows. (Scale bar, 10 mm.) Inset shows preserved soft tissue anatomy transposed onto skeletal reconstruction. (Scale bar, 50 mm.) (Lower Left)
STM 5-93, delaminated sternum showing linearity in the internal bone structure associated with ﬂight-related loading. (Scale bar, 10 mm.) Inset shows
preserved soft-tissue anatomy transposed onto quantitative reconstruction. (Scale bar, 50 mm.)

keel development is linked to migration of the supracoracoideus
onto the sternum (54) and the deepening of the pectoralis muscle.
Confuciusornis is known for its extremely enlarged deltopectoral crest that increased in size along the lineage (55). This
4 of 8
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large deltopectoral crest has been suggested as compensation for
the lack of an elongate, keeled sternum (56). Our specimen survey (n ∼ 600) yielded observations of a broad soft tissue proﬁle
preserved around the humerus of Confuciusornis (STM 13-292
pnas.org
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Fig. 3. Flight-related soft and hard anatomy of the earliest sternumless birds exempliﬁed by Anchiornis and Archaeopteryx. (A) Body contours along the
neck, chest and belly of the early long-tailed sternumless bird Anchiornis STM 0-1, including slender soft tissues around the relatively compact humeral deltopectoral crest. (Scale bar, 20 mm.) Outline marked by red arrows. Inset shows LSF image of specimen with outline marked by red arrows and skeletal reconstruction with transposed preserved soft tissues in red (Methods). (Scale bar, 50 mm.) (B) Archaeopteryx had a comparatively longer and more expansive
humeral deltopectoral crest than Anchiornis so it should have a comparatively larger body contour, but its preserved shape is currently unknown. LSF image
of the Berlin specimen of Archaeopteryx MB.Av.101. (Scale bar, 20 mm.) Skeletal reconstruction of Archaeopteryx (Methods), (Scale bar, 50 mm.)

and 13-54) (Fig. 4). This directly validates the large size of the
deltoids and supracoracoideus predicted by the enlarged deltopectoral crest, and crucially shows its spatial extent (Fig. 4).
Taken together with our observations of a slender sternal proﬁle
in Confuciusornis, our data suggests that it was powered by the
ancestral shoulder/chest divided ﬂight system with a heavily
constructed shoulder and weakly constructed chest that evidences Confuciusornis as the ﬁrst example of an upstroke-enhanced
ﬂight stroke. Confuciusornis is also unique in preserving an incipient propatagial ligament along the leading edge of the wing, the
earliest record of this ligament to our knowledge (STM 13-44)
(Fig. 4). Thus, we can also infer that Confuciusornis maintained
leading edge tautness to improve its aerodynamics and minimize
aeroelastic ﬂutter (57).
The early pygostylian Sapeornis is proposed as a thermal
soarer (9, 58). This lifestyle can potentially explain its lack of a
sternum (45) (conﬁrmed through LSF imaging of 106 fossil
specimens) because rising thermals provide lift to thermal
soarers during ﬂight so they are less dependent on the downstroke for lift (9). This would reduce sternal loading leading to
sternum loss through bone functional adaptation. As another
early pygostylian with an especially enlarged deltopectoral crest,
Sapeornis may also have had a Confuciusornis-like upstrokeenhanced ﬂight stroke. This is also indicated by its relatively
small ventral body contour observed under LSF (STM 15-15
in Fig. 4). The completely preserved gastralia series of Sapeornis
is one of the longest of any early-diverging bird (49) and is
expected to have enhanced its capacity for gastralial aspiration
(48). This improved breathing function presumably enhanced
the ﬂight capacity of Sapeornis. Sapeornis has been thought to
lack a triosseal canal, although an incipient feature has been
proposed (54, 59), but the supracoracoideus is unlikely to have
been a strong depressor in this taxon as we did not observe a
relatively large respective body contour but only a relatively
small one (STM 15-15 in Fig. 4). Our validation of the ancestral theropod ﬂight system and insights into sternum loss and
novel upstroke-enhanced ﬂight strokes ﬁll important gaps in
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our understanding of early ﬂight prior to the appearance of the
modern chest-powered ﬂight stroke.
Methods
LSF Imaging of Preserved Skeleton and Soft Tissues. LSF imaging is based
on the original protocol of Kaye et al. (60). A 0.5 W 405-nm laser diode was
used to ﬂuoresce the fossil specimens according to standard laser safety protocol.
Thirty-second time-exposed images were taken with a Nikon D810 DSLR camera
ﬁtted with a 425-nm laser-blocking ﬁlter. Postprocessing was applied uniformly
across entire images (equalization, saturation and color balance) in graphics software Photoshop CS6.
Experimental Validation of Preserved Soft-Tissue Outline. A conﬁned
compression experiment was designed and performed to determine if the softtissue proﬁles preserved were the result of body deformation. An apparatus consisting of a 4-inch-diameter vertical steel tube with a removable aluminum plug
base was partially ﬁlled with calcium carbonate powder (micrite) and tamped
ﬂat. Newborn bird wings were placed on this partial ﬁll. Wings were speciﬁcally
chosen as part of the experimental design due to their large variation in thickness and shape to maximize the chances of detecting body deformation during
compression. The chicken wing had a size magnitude difference of ∼10 with the
thinnest portion being the ∼1-mm leading edge of the propatagium and the
thickest portion being the ∼10-mm-thick shoulder joint. The duck wing was of
more uniform thickness, ∼5-mm thick. More calcium carbonate powder was
then used to completely cover the wing surface to a depth of at least 2 cm. A second aluminum plug was ﬁtted on top of the vertical tube to seal it, completely
containing the specimen and its surrounding matrix. This plug-matrix-plug
assembly was placed in a hydraulic press and compressed with 8 tons of pressure for 12 h. SI Appendix, Fig. S1 shows the wings before and after compression. The conﬁned compression experiment shows that the outlines were similar
before and after compression, even with the ∼10 magnitude-sized difference in
the chicken wing’s thickness. These results provide high conﬁdence in our analysis of the soft tissues preserved. The thorax is the widest and heaviest part of
feathered dinosaurs. Thus, this region potentially has the most chance of showing shape deformation in the soft-tissue preserving fossils analyzed in this study.
This was typically not the case. In the example shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S2, a
laterally compressed thorax of the early bird Anchiornis has the ribs in place and
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Fig. 4. Flight-related soft tissue and bone anatomy of an early pygostylian bird as exempliﬁed by Confuciusornis. The broad shoulder and slim chest proﬁles
of the early pygostylian bird Confuciusornis suggest that it had extraordinarily large deltoid and supracoracoideus muscles originating from the humerus,
but a relatively slender pectoralis hosted by the unkeeled sternum. Preserved soft tissues were transposed onto a ventral and lateral skeletal reconstruction
based on a survey of ∼600 specimens, with ∼300 revealing preserved soft tissues under LSF (13) (Methods). (Scale bar, 50 mm.) (Top Left) Predecessor of the
propatagial ligament along the leading edge of the wing in STM 13-44 (marked by red arrows). (Top Right) STM 13-54 preserves soft tissue proﬁles around
the deltopectoral crest and of the propatagium (outline marked by green arrows). (Bottom Left) STM 13-20 preserves a relatively small ventral body proﬁle
suggesting there was a slender pectoralis muscle associated the unkeeled sternum also seen in STM 13-12 (outline marked with purple arrows). (Scale bars,
10 mm.) (Middle) Relatively small ventral proﬁle of the early pygostylian Sapeornis STM 15-15 under LSF. (Scale bar, 10 mm.) Inset shows preserved soft
tissues transposed onto a skeletal reconstruction. (Scale bar, 50 mm.) These data indicate that a slender pectoralis was associated with the sternumless
chest (Methods).

the overlying skin remains within its natural outline, which is also indicated by a
regular pattern of preserved feather follicles (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
The skeletons were reconstructed using Adobe
Photoshop CC versions 2015–2021. Individual bones were scaled from highresolution photographs with minimal parallax using the Ruler Tool in Photoshop.

Skeletal Reconstruction.
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Virtual scaling was done from literature values, when possible, and set according
to scale bars using Photoshop’s Custom Scaling tool otherwise. The following
specimens were used for the skeletal reconstructions in Figs. 1–4: Microraptor:
IVPP V13352; Anchiornis: primarily STM 0-118, with missing caudal elements
cross-scaled from STM 0-114; Archaeopteryx: primarily WDC CSG 100, with cervical
and mandibular elements cross-scaled from HMN 1880/81; Confuciusornis: the
pnas.org

lateral aspect skeletal is restored after STM 13-20, while the ventral aspect
skeletal is based on STM 13-54; Sapeornis: primarily IVPP V13276, with cervical and select pectoral girdle elements from IVPP V13276, and cranial anatomy clariﬁed via STM 16-18; Cardinalis: UWZS 38948. Other articulated and
well-exposed early-diverging paravians and contemporary biomechanics work
[including published interpretations of theropod limb kinematics (52, 61)]
was also used to help reconstruct vertebral curvature and pose the skeleton,
including rib and shoulder girdle orientation. Major elements were illustrated
on separate layers to facilitate rotation and transformation into plausible
life positions.
Transposition of Preserved Soft Tissues onto Skeletal Reconstructions.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability.

All study data are included in

the main text and SI Appendix.
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